President Freder Engelhardt, together with Dr. Ernest M. Hopkins, president of Dartmouth College, Samuel Crowther, well-known author and economic analyst, and Foster Stearns of Hancock, was named chairman of the new commission. Murphy, a member of the new state fact-finding commission, which was made in a recent state legislature act "for the promotion of the wealth and income of the people of New Hampshire," Governor Murphy will act as chairman of the new commission.

Fact-finding Commission Is Start to put Government On Business Basis

Speaking in the Senate this afternoon, President Freder Engelhardt urged the passage of the Senate Bill No. 35, which was introduced by Senator Samuel Crawford of Carroll, and which provides that the state board of education shall issue certificates to teachers to qualify them to teach in the public schools of the State. He said: "The bill is a practical one, and it is a necessary step in the right direction. It will enable us to secure teachers who are qualified to teach our children and will help to provide better schools."

Governor Murphy in introducing the bill, said: "This bill is a step in the right direction. It will help to provide better schools. It will enable us to secure teachers who are qualified to teach our children. It will help to provide better schools."
Anticipating a storm that might delay the Big Four trip, the alumni decided

**THE Commentator**

Carl Sandburg and Dr. Toslos were talking in the office of the gym while the chairs were being arranged. Chief Louis talked about his childhood in Illinois.

"This is a quick set-up. I got up from a dream to come here—I been side-trackin' work.

Sandburg looked at him and said, "I was just about to say, but you got up here for that.

Toslos was only six miles away from a severe case of bronchial pneumonia. He was unable to say anything. He went to sleep for the people around the gym door. "Please tell 'em", he said, "but they don't understand in the old and new. I hate to disappoint them.

He commented several times on the real sense of humor of the audience, remarking that "It must have been a nice laugh.

People were at the lecture were condescending in their way he looked at the faces before him and talked to us, not at him. Said they that "and it was for that.

-- Prexy" got off the best story in an informal conversation with some of the professors and Sandburg after the lecture.

Dr. Edgerton told of a camping trip in Vermont when a curious tent passed the tent and stopped. "I had it climbed at Jim Brown's place, is, or ben't ye, or don't you give a damn?"

The Alumni took the phrases and repeated them in his own rhythm.

Those who have read The Pioneer will recognize in what Sandburg has captured and preserved the rhythm of the way men talk.

**NOTICES**

Certainly all announcements and invitation samples are here. Each committee member has a set of these samples and will gladly take orders. Orders must be placed not later than Monday, May 10 in order to receive them in time for graduation.

These samples include: Mary Willcox, secretary; Dorothy Janssen, Alpha Xi Delta; Jack Davis, Theta Chi; Ben Landrum and Dr. Harry; George Modlin, Lambda Chi Alpha.
WILDCATS BOW TO BROWN ON CINDER PATH

HARVARD STICKMEN HAND NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRST DEFECT, 9-2

Crismy Displays Outstanding Stickwork and Fast Plays To Vanquish Wildcats

The New Hampshire Wildcats lacrosse team met their first defeat of the current season when Harvard defeated them in Memorial Hall before an enthusiastic crowd of spectators. The game was played under a superior force from Harvard in the time of 9.2.

Shot by shot a display of smooth stickwork and fast running plays, the Crimson gradually picked up speed and continually kept the ball in New Hampshire territory throughout the last period of the contest. Harvard asserted their strength from the first goal. They led 1-0 after the first, then 2-0 at the leading and blanking New Hampshire.

In the second half, the Wildcats managed to sneak in two goals before the game mounted to read as the final tally, 3-1.

Charlie Karazia and "Hap" Hazard made the two New Hampshire goals. "Bud" Smart, who was acting captain in the absence of Miltialdinho, whose duty it was to play against the Harvard backfield, was the outstanding defensive game.

The winning team was scored by Scott, Conohan, Hammond and Wood.


New Hampshire: Ross, B. Levine, g; Karazia, 1st a; Kinion, Hazzard, oh; Hannond, Harston, ih.

The score by periods:

Haverford 2, 1—3
New Hampshire 0 1 0 1 — 3

Hammond (2), Cushman.

FROSH BALL TOSSERS DEFEAT NICHOLS, 5-1

Playing their second game in two contests, the New Hampshire baseball team subdued Nichols Junior College on the Bracken diamond by the score of 5-1.

Walks and bunts were the essence of play in the first two innings and three in the "lucky" seventh.

Carry and Ed Wheeler made the runs in the ninth and seven inning off Nichols batting.

NICHOLS

Wheeler H 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Connolly c 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Winterbottom cf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Spilman ss 3 1 1 0 0
Carey and Ed Wheeler made the runs in the ninth and seven inning off Nichols batting.

FROSH BALL TOSSERS DEFEAT NICHOLS, 5-1

Hammer throw — won by Quinn (N H ); second, Widnall (B); third, Downes (N H );
220-yard dash — won by Lekesky (N H );
Two-mile run — tie for first between Dickson (N H ) , second, Rutten (N H );
5 feet 6 inches.

High jump — tie for first between McShane (B), Clark (B), Simmons (B), 1st, 2nd, 3rd; 5 feet 4 inches.

FROSH NINE SUBDUES TROUBLE IN MOROCCO

WAKE UP AND LIVE

BY DECISIVE ROUT

The New Hampshire varsity took the lead with a 3-0 third inning, then continued to pound away at the Northeastern team until the final score stood 23-2.

The New Hampshire team was led by Bill Weir who pitched throughout the game, giving up only two hits.

FROSH NINE SUBDUES NORTHEASTERN, 23-2

The New Hampshire varsity took the lead with a 3-0 third inning, then continued to pound away at the Northeastern team until the final score stood 23-2.

The New Hampshire team was led by Bill Weir who pitched throughout the game, giving up only two hits.

FROSH NINE SUBDUES NORTHEASTERN, 23-2

BY DECISIVE ROUT

The New Hampshire varsity took the lead with a 3-0 third inning, then continued to pound away at the Northeastern team until the final score stood 23-2.

The New Hampshire team was led by Bill Weir who pitched throughout the game, giving up only two hits.
In his address at the International Friendship banquet last week, Dr. Frank Johnson said: "I think that while individualistic techniques have been internationally shared, the cultures of the world have remained essentially unique, and that it is to provide this cultural interchange among the peoples of the world that the International Friendship movement has been organized. Realizing that there were problems and the resulting friendships among students from all parts of the world are inscribed in the record of developed textbook-acquired knowledge."

New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts celebrated its fiftieth anniversary at Mendum's Pond on Saturday afternoon, May 4th. The fine arts department of the women's college was celebrated its fiftieth anniversary at Mendum's Pond on Saturday afternoon, May 4th. The fine arts department of the women's college was

The Fine Arts department of the Women's College will have a meeting on Wednesday, May 5th, at the house of Miss William Hartwell, in the form of a lunch and at o'clock. Mrs. J. C. Cook will conduct a book review. The last meeting of the month will be on Tuesday, May 14th.

DURHAM NEWS

The School of Nursing at the University of New Hampshire celebrated its fiftieth anniversary at Mendum's Pond on Saturday afternoon, May 4th. The fine arts department of the Women's College was celebrated its fiftieth anniversary at Mendum's Pond on Saturday afternoon, May 4th.

The Fine Arts department of the Women's College will have a meeting on Wednesday, May 5th, at the house of Miss William Hartwell, in the form of a lunch and at o'clock. Mrs. J. C. Cook will conduct a book review. The last meeting of the month will be on Tuesday, May 14th.

As Governor of New Hampshire, I wish to preserve the great institution of learning which has so long been of the state of New Hampshire. It was called to his father's state, and to the state of which he left to the state an estate valued at all times. And I again want to thank the Governor for the fine things he said in his address at the International Friendship banquet last week, Dr. Frank Johnson said: "I think that while individualistic techniques have been internationally shared, the cultures of the world have remained essentially unique, and that it is to provide this cultural interchange among the peoples of the world that the International Friendship movement has been organized. Realizing that there were problems and the resulting friendships among students from all parts of the world are inscribed in the record of developed textbook-acquired knowledge."